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Sometimes You Have Lots of Data ...
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2.1 Bitext Data

For all directions, we use all available bitext data
from the shared task . For language directions such
as English to German or English to Russian, this
provides millions of high-quality bitext. However,
for low to mid resource languages, such as Hausa
and Icelandic, we incorporate additional sources
of data from freely available online sources such
as ccMatrix (Schwenk et al., 2019), ccAligned (El-
Kishky et al., 2020), and OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012).
We utilize all available data sources to develop the
best quality translation model possible.

For English-Hausa (and Hausa-English), we also
mined extra parallel data from the provided mono-
lingual data. We use LaBSE (Feng et al., 2020) to
embed Hausa and English sentences into the same
embedding space. We then use the margin function
formulation (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019) based
on K-nearest neighbors (KNN) to score and rank
pairs of sentences from the two languages. Using
the mining strategy from Tran et al. (2020), we
mined an additional one million pairs of parallel
sentences for English-Hausa.

Data Processing. The majority of available bi-
text represents noisy alignment rather than the out-
put of human translations. We apply several steps
of preprocessing to filter noisy data. First, we apply
language identification using fasttext (Joulin
et al., 2017) and retain sentences predicted as the
desired language1. We then normalize punctuation
with moses. Subsequently, we removed sentences
longer than 250 words and with a source/target
length ratio exceeding 3.

2.2 Monolingual Data

Previous work (Ng et al., 2019) shows that using in-
domain monolingual data provides the most quality
improvement when used for large-scale backtrans-
lation. For high resource languages such as En-
glish and German, there are sufficiently large quan-
tities of in-domain data available in Newscrawl,
and we do not utilize additional monolingual data.
For the remaining languages, the data available
in Newscrawl is not sufficient and we follow the
strategy in Moore and Lewis (2010); Ng et al.
(2019) to examine large quantities of general-
domain monolingual data from Commoncrawl2

1Note: for Hausa, the language identification system was
unreliable, so we did not utilize it.

2http://data.statmt.org/cc-100/

Language Bitext Monolingual

Czech 185M 140M
German 571M 237M
Hausa 1.7M 7M
Icelandic 28.2M 101M
Japanese 145.7M 218M
Russian 297M 163M
Chinese 166M 123M
English — 430M

Table 1: Amount of Data per Language. The bitext
data includes data distributed by the WMT Shared Task,
the OPUS repository, ccMatrix, ccAligned, and newly
mined data for Hausa. The monolingual data includes
data distributed by the WMT Shared Task and CC100.

and identify a subset that is most similar to the avail-
able in-domain news data. For each language, we
train an n-gram language model (Heafield, 2011)
on all available news-domain data (Newscrawl)
and a n-gram language model on a similarly
sized sample from general-domain data (Common-
crawl). For each sentence s in Commoncrawl,
we compute word-normalized cross entropy scores
Hnews(s) and Hgeneral(s) using in-domain language
model and general-domain language model respec-
tively. We retain sentences that meet the threshold
Hnews(s)�Hgeneral(s) > 0.01. This selects around
5% of total number of sentences in the original
Commoncrawl.

2.3 Vocabulary

To create our multilingual vocabulary, we first learn
a multilingual subword tokenizer on our combined
training data across all languages. We use Sentence-
Piece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018), which learns
subword units from untokenized text. We train our
SPM model with temperature upsampling (with
T=5) similar to Conneau et al. (2020), so that low-
resource languages are represented. For bilingual
models, we used vocabulary size of 32, 000, and
for multilingual models, we used 128, 000. Subse-
quently, we convert the learned SPM units into our
final vocabulary.

3 System Overview

We describe step-by-step how we created our fi-
nal multilingual submission for WMT2021. We
detail our bilingual and multilingual model archi-
tectures, as well as how we incorporate strategies
such as backtranslation, news-domain finetuning,
ensembling, and noisy channel reranking.

Facebook 2021 WMT News Task

But what if you don’t have 571M parallel sentences? 1



Languages in the World
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Global Under-Resourced Media Translation

Rationale
• MT is still poor for most
world languages

Aims
• Improve translation
quality

• Apply to journalism and
media analyst use-cases

https://gourmet-project.eu/
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Project Overview

Techniques
• Data Gathering and Augmentation
• Modelling Morphological Structure
• Structure Induction at the Sentence Level
• Transfer Learning

Research Partners

User Partners
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Use Cases

World Service

Monitoring

Low-resource Domain - Health
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Challenges

Challenges
• Lack of data
• Structurally distant languages
• Morphological complexity and agglutination

Approaches
• Data scraping, filtering
• Transfer learning from other languages
• Unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches
• Using linguistic and lexical resources
• Modelling of segmentation and morphology
• Modelling of latent structure
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Putting it all Together

• Models dockerised with secure API – enables integration
of user tools

• English↔ Bulgarian, Gujarati, Swahili and Turkish
• English↔ Amharic, Kyrgyz, Serbian and Tamil
• English↔ Igbo, Hausa, Macedonian, Tigrinya
• English↔ Yoruba, Urdu, Turkish, Burmese
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